Mastery Success Measures
Students describe how they self-monitor and modify their own behaviors to achieve performance excellence.
"I…like hands on solving… trying to solve the problem myself and then if I need help…like going to the teacher and just talking through things. I also just take a lot of notes and then just rewrite them and then figure everything out…because I think…when I type…I'm just like…yeah, but then if I…it takes a lot longer when I write it out, but I feel like I might know it more" (Carrie)
"You have to make mistakes to like learn and actually learn…because like if you just make a mistake in the game…and it doesn't like give you the chance to like fix it…or like later…like do it again or like something…then it's like you're just being told and you won't really process it or understand it later if you're like asked to replicate it." (Harper) Students describe the experiences of real world or fictional personas with whom they identify.
"I had a friend that went to school with me and he had leukemia very young. So, I was always…like interested in like…what was like…his cancer? What did it mean? And I was really interested in that. And especially pediatrics…because I had a friend so young. I liked the people helping him him…it motivated me." (Mia)
"My grandmother was a nurse, but that's like the only person in my family who's in the healthcare field…but I've always just been interested in it, I guess…and this is going to sound stupid but Grey's Anatomy like really…like it like introduced me to it…even though half of it is wrong, or incorrect, or whatever. But I just really like the fact that you can get to know someone and watch them progress and help them and…like change their life and I like medicine." (Carrie)
Confidence
Students describe selfassurance of their own abilities, charteristics, and decisions.
"I'm very good at last minute. I'm very…very good…and that's a blessing and a curse because I do like to procrastinate. Even before we started our [college] classes they were like you 'can't study the night before…like you will fail. There's only a small percentage of you that can'…and I do it every time." (Aria)
"At first, I wanted to be a pediatrician and then…kind of like with the [EHP] program…I was able to pinpoint what I actually wanted to do. Following physicians and even…surgeons…it was like they had no time for the…like they said that their kids were out on vacation and like they said they would rather be in surgery…in the OR…then being with their family and I didn't like that. That wasn't me. That was not me at all. I want to travel…and I want to have a family and I thought that if I was a full-time pediatrician that I wouldn't be able to have that time for myself…and be able to take care of myself…because I have a lot of stress and anxiety and I was like, that's probably not the way to go." (Mia)
